
 
 
 
 
 
 
We Have Some Exciting News to Share with You! 
 

We are excited to announce the launch of an exclusive online 
membership community about Schema Therapy. Membership 
will offer access to a variety of online trainings, a supervision 
group, interviews with leading experts and other resources. 

 
After many years of traveling the world to meet and train schema therapists, 
we decided to create a home base where we can interact with our friends and 
colleagues on a more regular basis via ZOOM. We both love the energy and 

learning that comes from our international schema therapy interactions. We 
realize that you are not all able to travel to the places where we offer 

training, and the two of us cannot cover the entire world, so, we wanted to 
find a vehicle to allow broader access for everyone as well as continued 

contact with those we have met around the globe... at an affordable price! 
  

Wendy Behary, LCSW. With 
25+ years professional 
experience and advanced level 
certifications, Wendy Behary is 
the founder and director of The 
Cognitive Therapy Center of New 
Jersey and The Schema Therapy 
Institutes of NJ-NYC-DC. 
 

Joan Farrell, Ph.D. Joan is a 
clinical psychologist with 35 

years of experience in training 
and psychotherapy practice. She 

is a certified Schema Therapy 
Trainer/Supervisor and co-
directs the Schema Therapy 

Institute Midwest- Indianapolis. 



 
 
What Members Can Expect every month: 
 

à Schema Therapy Supervision Group with 
Wendy and Joan:  One monthly Live 90-minute Online Supervision Group 
Session on topics suggested by you! 

 

à A Seminar Facilitated by Wendy and Joan: One monthly LIVE 50-
minute facilitated seminar on topics you want to hear more about!  
 

These seminars will be recorded so that you may listen in LIVE or listen later at 
your own convenience. We will use ZOOM as our online platform. Days/Times 
may vary so that everyone has a chance to participate 

Plus: 
à Q &A Session with Wendy and Joan – Four LIVE 60-minute online 

sessions during the year, where you can bring your (brief) questions and 
vignettes, and we can practice strategies; role-play difficult moments with some 
of the most challenging patients. Participation is welcome by writing your 
questions in the ZOOM comment box or writing to us ahead of time. 

à In-Dialogue: 4 recorded 60-minute interviews per year with other 
leading schema therapy experts, that you can access at your convenience. 

à Professional Resources: Access to books, articles, and podcasts, as well 
as recommendations to trusted schema therapists and schema therapy 
supervisors worldwide. 

 
All of This... EXCLUSIVE to Members Only! 

The Entire Package for $38 per month! 
Contact Wendy for further details: wendy.behary@gmail.com 

 
The Schema Therapy Online Membership Community is a powerful 
way to stay in touch with other schema therapists around the globe; 
to be part of the ever-growing ST community. It is a place to share 
your ideas and have all of your questions answered, by Wendy and 

Joan. Whether you are new to ST or an experienced schema therapist 
we will support your continued learning and help you to stay current 

on latest developments in ST, from the comfort of your home or 
office. We look forward to seeing you online and we thank you in 

advance for joining us. 
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